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ABSTRACT 

This 'EPL Futsal Online System' provided facilities like court 
reservation, easy assessment to fill up the day and time that are available in the 
schedule for every court, privileges that are provided by the management for the 
team that always do reservation for certain period and also registration for the 
teams to take part in weekly friendly match and monthly tournament with other 
team. Besides that, the customers are able to know the latest news about futsal 
events like tournament that sponsored by outsiders. They can reserve court using 
online system and it will be saved. Each of the team must register as member of 
this futsal club to make them to do reservations of the court at any time. The 
number of players in each team is not limited but the charges for different courts 
per hour in different branches are different and fixed. For reservation, the 
customer needs to know about the days and time that are still available. As stated 
above, there are two branches under this futsal centre where one branch is EPL 
Futsal Rawang has two courts and another branch is EPL Futsal Perodua has 
only one court. So, these three courts are provided with a schedule for each so 
that customer easy to access the futsal that they want. They just need to choose 
the time and save it in their account to avoid any problem. The schedule will be 
in form of 7 days and time which is available from morning to night. Once the 
scheduling is done, the customer just needs to pay the deposit to the futsal centre 
to do confirmation. Privileges are provided by management for the team which in 
membership and always to reservation at this futsal centre. For an example, if a 
team has played for 6 times in EPL Futsal Rawang, then it will be given I free 
game for I hour as the specialty for being as member of club. Same thing goes to 
EPL Futsal Perodua. So, these privileges will be referred to the reservation that 
has been done by each team time from time. Lastly, the management or known as 
administrator can view all the reservations and profiles of users using their 
account. 
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